Revolutionary War Project Rubric
STUDENT: ________________________________________ GRADE: _______________________
TITLE:

____________________________________

Type of Project: __________________________

CATEGORY
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Content
(worth x2)

All evidence is 100%
accurate
Claims/evidence is well
elaborated on for
support
Content presented is
completely on topic

Evidence is at least
90% accurate
Claims/evidence is
mostly well
supported with
elaboration
Content is mostly on
topic

Evidence is at least
80% accurate
Claims/evidence is
supported with
details/elaboration
Content is
generally on topic

Evidence is at least
70% accurate
Claims/evidence is
barely supported
with
details/elaboration
Content is only
somewhat on
topic

Graphics/Pictures/
Additional Content

Content is well
organized in way that
clearly presents the topic
Content is fully relevant
to the presentation
Content accurately
portrays the topic

Content is organized
in a way in a way that
presents the topic
well
Content is relevant to
the presentation,
though may be not
completely
connected
Content almost
completely portrays
the topic

Content is
organized in a way
that mostly
presents the topic
well
Content is
somewhat
relevant to the
topic
Content
somewhat
accurately
portrays the topic

Content is only
somewhat
organized in way
which does not
clearly present the
topic
Content is only a
little relevant to
the topic
Content is only a
little accurate

Evidence is less
than 50%
accurate
Very little
evidence is
presented on
the topic
Content is only
tangentially
related to the
topic
Content is
poorly
organized and
does not
present the
topic well
Content is
irrelevant to
the topic
Content is
barley accurate
to the topic

Points
Earned

Presentation

Projection is used so that
that whole presentation
is audible
Presenters act formally,
using eye contact, facing
the audience and staying
on topic
Presenters are able to
speak on their topic with
only rarely referring to
notes

Projection is used,
though a little of the
presentation is
inaudible
Presenters act mostly
formally, using eye
contact, facing the
audience and staying
on topic
Presenters are able to
speak on their topic,
though return to
notes

Sources and Citation

All evidence is cited from
credible sources
All sources are cited
correctly
Sources include at least 2
primary and 2 secondary
sources

Most evidence is
cited from credible
sources
All sources are cited,
though there may be
some errors
Sources include at
least 3 sources with a
mix of
primary/secondary
sources

Presenters speak
with some
projection, though
are sometimes
inaudible
Presenters act
somewhat
formally, though
may not always
face the audience
Presenters can
speak from some
memory, but rely
on notes

Presenters speak
with only a little
projection and are
often inaudible
Presenters act
only slightly
formally,
sometimes turn
around and avoid
eye contact
Presenters can
speak only a little
from memory, and
rely heavily on
notes
Some evidence is
Evidence is cited,
cited from credible but not from
sources, though
credible sources
less credible
Sources are
sources may be
named, but not
present
cited correctly
Only some sources Only 1 source is
are cited or
used
citation is done
incorrectly
Only 2 sources are
cited or only
primary/secondary
sources are used

If the project is turned in on any date after due, 10% of the total grade will be deducted.
Total Score: ________/25
Comments:

Presenters are
mostly
inaudible or
unintelligible
Presenters do
not act
formally, turn
around often
Presenters only
can present
from notes

Evidence is not
cited

